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FluencyCoach help people who stutter control their stuttering, increase their confidence level, and immidiatelly improve their speech in even the most challenging situations, such as public speaking or when
making a phone call. When used regularly for autonomous at home practice or in conjunction with speech therapy, FluencyCoach will produce significant carry-over fluency, permenantly improving users' speech.

FluencyCoach uses altered auditory feedback technology in order to simulate the effect of "choral speech" (speaking simultaneously with another person), known for years to promote fluency in individuals afflicted
by various dysfluencies and has been particularly successful in treating stuttering. The delayed auditory feedback (DAF) and frequency-shifted auditory feedback (FAF), both implemented in FluencyCoach, are the

most effective types of altered auditory feedback for treating stuttering. The effect of DAF basically amounts to hearing your voice with a slight delay after speaking, like an echo. FAF changes the pitch of your
voice, lower or higher, enhancing the illusion of another voice speaking along with you. Both, DAF and FAF, each reduce stuttering aproximatelly 70%, immediately, without training, speech therapy, mental effort,

or abnormal-sounding speech, and has been demonstrated to produce significant carry-over fluency. Combining DAF and FAF reduces stuttering over 80%. Capitalizing upon the immediate effects of altered
auditory feedback, FluencyCoach can be used as a standalone speech aid helping you achieve fluency in any situation. Furthermore, to facilitate production of carry-over fluency, FluencyCoach can be used for

autonomous stuttering treatment or in conjunction with a stuttering therapy Requirements: ￭ The application requires Microsoft's DirectX version 8 or above installed on the computer Limitations: ￭ 2 days trial p
Fluency Coach Trial 7 0.0 by Phc0403 on 30/06/2014 FluencyCoach helps people who stutter control their stuttering, increase their confidence level, and immidiatelly improve their speech in even the most

challenging situations, such as public speaking or when making a phone call. When used regularly for autonomous at home practice or in conjunction with speech therapy, FluencyCoach will produce significant
carry-over fluency, permenantly improving users' speech. FluencyCoach uses altered auditory feedback technology in order to simulate the effect of "
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• FluencyCoach works on Mac OSX, iOS, Windows and Linux platforms. • FluencyCoach is available for smartphones (Android and iOS). The application works on the official Android and iOS ecosystems, and
supports both iPhone and iPad. • It has been translated in more than 20 languages. • FluencyCoach is freeware. All content is available for free. • FluencyCoach has been used in over 500,000 downloads. •

FluencyCoach is the official application of the “Fluency Coach” principle. Use of FluencyCoach will not be construed as an endorsement from the Center of Auditory Feedback and Stuttering Treatment. •
FluencyCoach supports English, Spanish, French, Italian, German, Brazilian Portuguese, Polish, Portuguese, Russian, Korean, Japanese, Traditional Chinese, Simplified Chinese, and Traditional Arabic. • The

application's languages are also supported in the native Mac OSX environment. • FluencyCoach is speech enabled, allowing users to control their speech volume and timbre. • FluencyCoach is without support for
speech engines like Dragon NaturallySpeaking or Nuance-based applications. • FluencyCoach is configurable, allowing users to customize their experience to their own needs. • FluencyCoach allows users to alter

the accent of their speech. • FluencyCoach is configurable, allowing users to control the accent of their voice when speaking. • FluencyCoach is capable of suppressing the sound of the user's own voice so that the
user has to look into a microphone to hear their own voice. • FluencyCoach is capable of suppression of the sound of your own voice so that the user looks at a computer screen to hear their own voice. •

FluencyCoach allows users to select their accent from a group of accents for the application to apply it to their speech. • In the case of accent selection, users can select accents that are available to them in the
language they wish to apply. • FluencyCoach can also apply the effect of an accent if the user selects the "No Accent" option when FluencyCoach is started. • The application can help people with fluency who

stutter. • The application can help people with the fluency symptoms of dysfluent speech. • The application can help people with the fluency symptoms of dysfluent phonetics. • The application can help people
with fluency who experience the colloquial use of literary language. b7e8fdf5c8
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￭ FluencyCoach is a stand-alone speech aid application helping you achieve fluency in any situation. ￭ Using a variety of auditory feedback devices including DAF, FAF, and Choral Speech, fluency coach presents
you with an ultra-realistic and naturalistic experience, simulating real life situations. Unlike other aural imaging applications, fluency coach continuously monitors how often you stutter and significantly reduces
your stuttering frequency immediately. ￭ Compared to other fluency speech support applications, fluency coach is cost free and allows you to develop your fluency skills using the auditory feedback devices that
are right for you, while working on and measuring your stuttering and carrying-over fluency. ￭ FluencyCoach doesn't require any treatment, no therapy, and uses no abnormal-sounding speech, and there's no
mental effort needed to achieve a fluent speech. ￭ For fluent speech production, your effort needs to be effortless ￭ The built in stuttering log gives you detailed information on your stuttering frequency for each
minute of use. In the history tab you will find a comparative graph illustrating your progress in the past weeks and months. ￭ Fluency Coach offers you the opportunity to save your settings, allowing you to return
to them later. You can save your settings and import them into FluencyCoach, or simply transfer them to the settings panel. ￭ FluencyCoach is ideal for daily at home practice, treatment of specific areas of
difficulty, or speech therapy. ￭ FluencyCoach uses artificial intelligence to find patterns in your speech and automatically detects when your stuttering cycle is starting and when it is ending and takes direct control
of your fluency in these cases. ￭ FluencyCoach is a complete solution for achieving fluent speech in any situation and it provides you with an unprecedented amount of data for you to follow up with your speech
therapist, while making your initial journey towards better fluency. ￭ FluencyCoach can be used to: - Achieve fluency in the most challenging situations. - Reduce the severity of stuttering and its frequency. -
Improve your social life and your confidence level. FluencyCoach is available for purchase on ￭ iTunes for App Store ￭ Google Play for Android Market ￭ Amazon Market for Kindle ￭ Skype for PC, Android or iPhone ￭
Twitter for iPhone The Golf

What's New In FluencyCoach?

FluencyCoach supports intonation and articulation, increases fluency, and improves voice quality in even the most difficult situations. In addition to fluency, you can also achieve de-fluency reduction for t-
stuttering, control your voice, eliminate unnecessary noises, prevent stuttering, improve your voice, and acquire singing skills. FluencyCoach can also be used as a performance practice timer, an audio EQ, a Vocal
Coach, and a voice analysis and training tool. The features and functions of FluencyCoach include: * Intonation and articulation * Articulation editing * Noise reduction * Soft & loud factor * Automatic ambient noise
reduction (optional) * Voice training * Performance practice * Vocal Coach * Voice analysis and training * Audio EQ * Intonation correction * Samples * Timeline * Meter * Options * Song * Aux mode * Volume meter
* Input device * Close & Close / Open & Open / Volume Up & Volume Down * Display * Screen * Keyboard & Mouse * Quick Connect * Setup * Fluency * Autonomous * Settings * Set * Histogram * Timer * Peak
meter * Accent Meter * Pitch meter * Modulation meter * Loudness meter * Pitch modulation meter * Low frequency meter * High frequency meter * Fast Fourier Transform * Decibel meter * Build in histogram *
Timer monitor * Timer * Warning * Icon * Altered Auditory Feedback (DAF) * Frequency Shifted Auditory Feedback (FAF) * Soft & Loud factor * Auto-Vocal Training * Vocal Manners * Voice Training * Memo * Audio
EQ * Pitch Correction * Counting * Amplification * Clapping * Auto Sound Analysis * Auto Speech Analysis * Auto Notes * Advanced Coach * Tempo * Rhythm * Pitch shift * Auto Speech Analysis * Auto Notes * Note
Editor * Style Editor * Midi Emulator * Notes * Auto Notes * Autostudy * Character Watch * Character List * Font List * Speech Stuff * Autostudy * Auto Note * Song * Style * Character Emulator * Song List * Counter
* Tim
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System Requirements For FluencyCoach:

-OS: Windows 7 -Processor: Any -Memory: 2 GB RAM -DirectX: Version 9.0 -Network: Broadband Internet connection -Hard Drive: 3 GB available space -Keyboard: Keyboard for manual input -Mouse: Mouse
Languages: English Content available to play online: English Digital rights: Everything is included for free, you just have to log in, no matter where you live. Also available: In the game
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